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At Magic Beans, we don’t want to sell you 

just ANY baby carrier—we want you to 

find the perfect fit for your growing family 

and your lifestyle. 

This buying guide is just the first step on 

the way to discovering a carrier you’ll truly 

love: after you read through this guide: 

talk to us! Call us at 866-600-BEAN, 
email guides@mbeans.com, or book a 
FREE consultation by clicking here!

WELCOME TO OUR BUYING GUIDE!
We’re here to help.

https://www.mbeans.com/pages/consultations
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Babywearing has been practiced 

throughout human history. It allows you 

to keep your baby close while leaving 

your hands free, and facilitates bonding 

in the early days after birth. And most 

babies love it!

Modern carriers are evolved, 

technologically advanced takes on the 

wraps, slings, and papooses that moms 

used in the past; they’re just safer and 

more comfortable for you and your child.

WHY BABYWEARING?
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Your first assignment: imagine how 

you will use your baby carrier. Every 

carrier is different, and the right 

carrier for you will have the features 

that line up with your needs. 

THINGS TO CONSIDER
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•  Where and when will you be using your carrier?

• What features will be the most useful in these environments and situations?

• Do you need your baby to be able to face outwards? What positions do you 

   anticipate using?

• Will you want to carry your baby on your back?

• What kind of support do you need, and what kind of support will your baby need?

• How long do you plan on using your carrier? Will you be mostly using it when your 

   baby is small, or continuing to use it until they’re older?

• Will you be sharing this carrier with a partner or other caregivers? Does it need to 

   adjust to fit people of very different sizes?

• Will you be nursing while wearing your carrier?

• What seasons and climate will you be using your carrier in?

• Do you have a bad back? 

THINGS TO CONSIDER
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CARRY POSITIONS & HOLDS
Depending on the style and manufacturer, your carrier may offer 2, 3, or 4 carry positions; sling-style and wrap-style carriers also offer various 

“holds.” The most common positions are:

FORWARD-FACING, INWARDS FORWARD-FACING, OUTWARDS

BACK CARRY HIP CARRY
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MOBY WRAP BABY K’TAN BABY CARRIER

BABY CARRIER TYPES

BABY WRAPS
A baby wrap is a long piece of fabric —you wrap it around your body and then insert the baby. Wraps are wildly versatile, allowing tons of 

configurations and easy, intuitive adjustment; you can also use holds that make breastfeeding simple. There’s a bit of a learning curve, but don’t 

worry—we’ll teach you how to use it! Also great for couples of varying heights, since one size fits all. However, while the stretchy material is great 

for carrying your newborn, when babies get heavier, the stretching can turn into sagging.

https://www.mbeans.com/products/moby-wrap-evolution
https://www.mbeans.com/products/baby-ktan-baby-carrier
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ERGOBABY OMNI 360 THULE SAPLING CHILD CARRIER

SOFT-STRUCTURED CARRIER
These popular carriers look a lot like a backpack worn on the front, with 

padded straps and buckles that allow you to adjust the fit. They usually 

offer multiple positions, giving you flexibility in your carrying options as 

your baby grows. 

Also, many soft-structured carriers are designed to carry more weight, 

with padded shoulder straps, waist belts, and even lumbar support.

However, some soft-structured carriers require an extra insert to wear 

your newborn, and some parents find all of the straps and snaps 

overwhelming. We find that most users don’t wind up using the back 

carry, and even then it can be difficult to position the baby on your 

back without help.

BABY CARRIER TYPES

BABY BACKPACK
These carriers are generally for older babies and toddlers, and are 

used for hiking and other long-term use. Since they’re not used for 

newborns, we’re not going to go too far into those today.

https://www.mbeans.com/products/ergobaby-omni-360-baby-carrier
https://www.mbeans.com/products/thule-sapling-child-carrier-2019
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Your carrier needs can and probably will change as your baby grows. A carrier that is perfect for your newborn may not be the right fit for your 

toddler. So you may need to switch to a different carrier along the way.

For a tiny newborn, you’ll want to front-carry your baby, as it provides ample neck support (some structured carriers will require an insert for 

this). They’ll prefer a feeling of being tightly swaddled, snuggled up close to you.

When your baby can move her head around a little more, at about 4 months, she may prefer to see more of the world around her. A carrier 

that lets you face her outwards will give her the opportunity to explore and be social, and if she gets overwhelmed, you can just turn her 

inwards to snuggle.

As baby’s weight increases, a front carry may begin to drag on your neck, shoulders, and back (after about 6 months of age). This is when wide 

padded straps and a padded waistband will begin to make a major difference for your comfort! Added lumbar support is also beneficial.

Back carrying will be more comfortable for you by the time your baby is 18 months old and much heavier.

CARRYING STAGES
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FOR YOUR BABY

The purpose of babywearing is to keep that baby happy! You want your baby to always feel comfortable and secure in their carrier. They 

should be positioned close to your body, up high enough for you to kiss the top of their head. Their head and back should also be supported, 

as neck support for newborns is crucial.

Some features that will help keep baby comfy:

· A wide seat: This distributes their weight so they’re not dangling by the crotch. The Ergobaby 360 and other carriers allow you to adjust the 

width of the seat with snaps, depending on the position. Win!

· Breathability: Depending on the material, you and your baby can wind up pretty sweaty. If you live in a hot climate or are going to be doing 

a lot of your babywearing during the summer, you may want to consider a model with more mesh (or an adjustable mesh panel) to let some 

breeze through.

· Leg holes: You want these to be big enough to not squeeze chubby baby thighs, but not big enough for baby to slip through!

· Headrest: Napping babies will benefit from a padded headrest, and perhaps a sleeping hood to keep light and noise out.

COMFORT FEATURES
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FOR YOU

While not every carrier that we sell will be best for carrying a lot of weight, every one of them is designed to be comfortable for you if worn 

correctly. The #1 tip is to wear your baby high. Not only does kissable height ensure that you can see your baby and check on her as you go, 

but it’s much kinder to your back.

If you’re wearing a sling or a wrap, spreading the fabric out appropriately is a must—that will help to distribute the weight. That’s what all the 

fabric is there for! With soft-structured carriers, the more padded the shoulders are, the better. Waist belts are a huge help, distributing the 

weight to your hips in order to spare your back and shoulders.

COMFORT FEATURES

Some things to consider:

· Straps, buckles, zippers, snaps, and other adjustments might make you feel like a carrier is too complicated... or they might give you 

just the amount of adjustability you feel that you need. 

· Keep in mind that even if YOU love all of those adjustments, your partner or other caregivers might not. Whatever carrier you choose, 

consider other caregivers and be ready to show them how to use it.

· Babies are messy! Most of the carriers we sell are machine-washable.

EASE OF USE
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FAQS

Q:  How long can a baby carrier last for and how many pounds can 
it hold?
A: Your average carrier can last until 30-35 pounds. But 30-35 pounds is 

also the average weight of a 3 year old child! So don’t worry about the 

weight maximum here: your baby carrier will hold as much weight as 

you’re interested in carrying.

Q:  Am I wearing my baby in this carrier the right way, and is my 
baby positioned correctly?
A: We hope you are, but if you aren’t, we love giving free adjustments 

to get you there! 

When you buy your carrier with us, we’ll give you a lesson on how to 

adjust it properly to fit you, and how to position your baby correctly. 

If you come back and ask us if you’ve got it right, we can make any 

necessary corrections to make sure everyone is comfy and safe. 

Q:  Is this carrier easy enough to put on by myself?
A:  In the beginning it’s great to have a supportive partner learn 

the carrier with you, but yes, with some practice, you can learn to 

comfortably wear all of our carriers without help.

ERGOBABY OMNI 360

https://www.mbeans.com/products/ergobaby-omni-360-baby-carrier
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Q & A: First, we need to get a sense of your needs. How old/big is your baby? Did you 

recently have a C-section, and should we avoid putting weight on any particular part of your 

body? Do you have any injuries to your back, shoulders, or neck? That will help us pick a 

carrier that can avoid a trouble area, or teach you specific tricks to work around an injury or 

disability. (Of course you only have to tell us as much as you feel comfortable sharing!)

Teaching you the basics: Next, we explain the different kinds of carriers: how they’re worn, 

what developmental stages and environments they’re best for, and so on.

Road test! Time to bring out a ten-pound tester doll, who will provide the right weight 

distribution to help you understand how each carrier fits you. We’ll teach you how to put 

each carrier on (and your partner, too) – we may even get into a carrier too, so we can do it 

together step by step! Then, walk around the store and see how it feels.

Final decision: By your third or fourth carrier, you’ll have a pretty good sense of which one 

you like best, and you’ll feel confident with your choice!

TRYING ON YOUR CARRIER AT MAGIC BEANS

1

2

3

4

And remember, we support our products for a lifetime, which means that if you need a refresher on how to use or adjust your carrier: if it 

doesn’t feel comfortable, or if anything breaks, come back and see us. If nothing else, we definitely want to meet your baby!
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PRODUCT RECOMMENDATIONS

ERGOBABY OMNI 360 COOL 
AIR MESH BABY CARRIER
$180.00

An ultra-breathable edition of the Ergobaby Omni 

360, the Omni 360 Cool Air Mesh Carrier provides 

ultimate ventilation to keep both you and baby 

cooler. Carry baby facing you, facing the world, on 

your hip, or on your back.  

And you can quickly switch from parent-facing  

to world-facing whenever they please!

Here are some of our most popular models! This is just a quick outline of why each one is great.

BABYBJÖRN BABY CARRIER ONE,
$190.99-$219.99

Baby Bjorn’s multi-position carrier has the 

smoothest transition from a front to a back 

carrier. You can literally load your child in the 

front and then scoot them around in one 

simple and easy motion. You can watch it (and 

learn more about the carrier) here!

2020 NUNA CUDL, 
$219.95
The premiere baby carrier from Nuna does not 

disappoint. The cozy Nuna Cudl Carrier features 

an infant insert, cozy and breathable fabrics, and 

innovative magnetic closures. 

CYBEX YEMA CARRIER, 
$199.95 - $309.99
A fashion-forward parent-facing carrier, the 

Cybex Yema is incredibly easy to apply on 

your own. It couples the user-friendliness of 

a structured carrier with the customization of 

a wrap! The Yema minimizes back pain and 

maximizes bonding time.

https://www.mbeans.com/products/ergobaby-omni-360-cool-air-mesh-baby-carrier
https://www.mbeans.com/products/2020-cudl-night
https://www.mbeans.com/products/babybjorn-baby-carrier-one-cotton-2019
https://www.mbeans.com/products/cybex-yema-baby-carrier-2018-2019
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PRODUCT RECOMMENDATIONS

BABY K’TAN BABY CARRIER, 
$49.99

As easy to use as a structured carrier, with many of 

the benefits of wraps. Carry babies from preemie 

to preschool!

MOBY WRAP, $44.99 - $49.99

The fabric is incredibly strong, so this is a rare wrap 

that will provide fantastic body support for a baby 

as it gains weight. 

This isn’t a comprehensive listing of our carrier selection—there are variations on all of these brands, plus baby carrier models by Lillebaby, Deuter, NuRoo, 
Thule, and many more. If you want to learn more about them in comparison to the recommended carriers above, please contact one of our experts.

https://www.mbeans.com/products/baby-ktan-baby-carrier
https://www.mbeans.com/products/moby-wrap-evolution
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Developed by the UK School of Babywearing, keep this list in mind when you’re wearing your baby!

TIGHT
Slings and carriers should be tight enough to hug your baby close to you as this will be most comfortable for you both. Any slack/loose fabric will 

allow your baby to slump down in the carrier which can hinder their breathing and pull on your back.

IN VIEW AT ALL TIMES
You should always be able to see your baby’s face by simply glancing down; you shouldn’t need to open up the fabric to check on them. In a 

cradle position, your baby should face upwards, not be turned in towards your body. 

CLOSE ENOUGH TO KISS
Your baby’s head should be as close to your chin as is comfortable. By tipping your head forward, you should be able to kiss your baby on the 

head or forehead. 

KEEP CHIN OFF THE CHEST
A baby should never be curled so their chin is forced onto their chest, since this can restrict their breathing. Ensure that there is always a space of 

at least a finger’s width under your baby’s chin. 

SUPPORTED BACK
In an upright carry, the baby’s back should be supported in its natural position, and their tummy and chest should be against your body. If a sling 

is too loose, they can slump, which can partially close their airway. (This can be tested by placing a hand on your baby’s back and pressing gently; 

if they’re positioned properly, they should not uncurl or move closer to you). 

A baby in a cradle carry in a pouch or ring sling should be positioned carefully with their bottom in the deepest part, so the sling does not fold 

them in half, which can press their chin to their chest.

TIPS FOR SAFE BABYWEARING: TICKS!
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NEED SOME ADVICE CHOOSING A BABY CARRIER?
WE’D LOVE TO HELP YOU.

Call us at 866-600-BEAN, email guides@mbeans.com, or book a FREE 
car seat consultation by clicking here.

https://www.mbeans.com/pages/consultations


mbeans.com · 617-264-2326 · mbeans.com/spillingthebeans

facebook.com/magicbeans
@MagicBeansVideos

@mbeans
@mbeansdotcom

At Magic Beans, our mission is to make life easier for parents (and more fun, too). We aren’t 
just here to sell you things: we’re here to find solutions and tools to make every day go just a 

little more smoothly for you. We get it, because we’re parents too!

Our selection of strollers, baby gear, and toys for all ages are all selected for quality, 
convenience, and innovation, and they’re all available in two convenient spots: in our four 

stores, and on our award-winning website, mbeans.com.

 CAMBRIDGE · WELLESLEY
MA

http://www.mbeans.com
https://www.mbeans.com/blogs/blog/
https://www.facebook.com/magicbeans/
https://twitter.com/mbeans
https://www.instagram.com/mbeansdotcom/
https://www.youtube.com/user/MagicBeansVideos
http://www.mbeans.com



